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Please Note
These "Technical Tips" help sheets aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise
and informative manner - they are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the
manuals or other literature supplied with our products.

The CCT716 DVR-  Channels display in B&W but the camera is a colour one?
Product : CCT716

Tip Classification

1.

2.

Problem :

Copyright SystemQ Ltd

This is probably due to the fact that the CCT716 automatically detects what
cameras are installed when it boots up, but the actual DVR booted up
faster than some of the cameras!

To remedy this;

1- Simply leave the cameras connected to the DVR and make sure they
also remain powered up.

2- Now with the CAMERAS STILL CONNECTED & POWERED UP, switch
off the DVR and then re-boot it so that it can auto-detect the colour
cameras connected to it.

The pictures should now be in colour.

Note -

If the pictures are still not in colour it could be a weak video signal going in
to the DVR and the DVR can't see the "colour-burst" of the video signal and
displays B&W images.

To prove this is the cause use a video amplifier to boost the signal going in
to the DVR. If the colour picture is now resumed on boot-up of the DVR
then you will need to fit a Video amp to boost the weak signal.

An excessively long cable run will probably be the cause of the weak
signal.

It is always preferable to fit the video amp at the camera end but it will
often produce good results at either end. On very long runs (200mtrs plus)
always fit the video amp at the camera end.

- - - End - - -

Solution :
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